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Laminated street and travel map in color. Scale 1:12,000. Legend shows places to stay and places

of interest, international airports, museums, theatres, churches, synagogues, mosques,

monuments, castles, points of interest, archaeological sites, park&rides, subways, train express,

public buildings, pedestrian zones. Includes inset of Frankfurt City Center (1:8,250), Greater

Frankfurt (1:110,000), Express Train System. Legend in 5 languages, including English. Climate

charts show the average daily temperatures, humidity, hours of sunshine and precipitation for each

month.
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Berndtson & Berndtson GmbH, a cartographic publishing company established in 1988 in Germany,

makes tough, long-lasting maps with non-toxic, environmentally responsible lamination material.

A very detailed map for the city of Frankfurt!

Came on time and in great condition. Map is very detailed for its size which is great. Some might

fined the fine print slightly difficult to read, but for most it shouldn't be an issue. Great map that will

assure you that you won't get lost if you find yourself in Frankfurt. It will also encourage you to

explore the city with relative ease. Very pleased.

We this in advance of an upcoming trip with my father who was there 50+ years ago. There were



thing he wanted to see again. We love the train map and we found where our hotel is in relation to

things we would like to do in Frankfurt and have already planned which trains and streets we will

need to take. We like that its laminated, compact and the detail. Looking forward to our trip.

I needed a sturdy foldable map for an upcoming trip to Frankfurt and looked in many places before

finding this map on .It looks exactly as pictured, appears sturdy, has bright colors and clear lettering,

and folds nicely. When folded, it should fit in a medium-size purse. On one side, the map features a

small-size map of the underground (i.e. metro or U-Bahn). The metro map's a little on the small side

for me but might be just the right size for someone else.I recommend buying this map.

another map for my collection

Good ! Thanks

I would preffer it in German also.

Nice map. Very handy
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